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We present an experimental and numerical study of supercontinuum generation extended in the visible part of the spectrum by using a selective optical coupling of the pump wave in the largely anomalous dispersion regime. The broadband frequency generation is induced by an initial four-wave mixing process that converts the pump wave at 1064 nm into 831 nm anti-Stokes and 1478 nm Stokes wavelengths. Phase matching is ensured on such a large frequency shift thanks to a microstructured multimodal fiber with a specific design. Continuum generation is therefore enhanced around the two generated sidebands. © 2007 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 060.4370, 190.2620, 190.4380.

Supercontinuum (SC) generation is based on a complex combination of linear and nonlinear phenomena taking place in media exhibiting Kerr nonlinearity [1]. Microstructured optical fibers (MOFs) have been extensively investigated to create huge spectral broadening because of their high field confinement and their flexibility in the tailoring of the dispersion curve [2,3]. In that field, a commonly used technique consists of setting the zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) of the fiber in the vicinity of the laser excitation wavelength [4,5]. Modulation instability, four-wave mixing (FWM) [6–8], soliton effects, Raman shift, and coupling with dispersive waves are the main effects leading to the generation of an ultrabroad spectrum starting from a narrow laser line. It is, however, difficult to extend with good efficiency the 1 \( \mu \)m wavelength of standard laser sources toward the visible just by selecting a fiber with a ZDW around that of the pump. A possible scenario for this is based on a dual-wavelength excitation of the fiber with the fundamental and second-harmonic radiation of the pump laser [9]. A second solution is based on a special device made by splicing different fiber segments exhibiting decreasing ZDW [10,11]. In that situation, spectral components are reinforced toward the blue by means of FWM between frequencies located on both sides of the ZDW. The use of tapered MOF, where decreasing of the ZDW is obtained through downsizing of the structure, belongs to the same technique and offers similar advantages [12,13]. A smooth and controlled evolution of the dispersion curve by means of long tapers has even led to SC generation extended down to the ultraviolet [14].

In this Letter, we propose an alternative method to strengthen the frequency conversion in some frequency bands and especially around the visible domain. The technique relies on a preliminary step of sideband generation through FWM with a large frequency shift so that the high-frequency anti-Stokes line falls around a ZDW in the region of interest. Then the various nonlinear effects mentioned previously, including cross-phase modulation, come into play and bring new spectral components on both sides of the FWM lines. At high power a continuous broad SC is formed. This scenario is possible only with an optical fiber with ZDW shifted toward short wavelengths. Moreover, setting the pump wavelength at 1064 nm, far into the domain of anomalous dispersion, requires phase matching between two fiber modes for one to obtain by FWM a high frequency close to the ZDW in the anomalous dispersion regime.

Our experiment was simply performed with a Nd:YAG Q-switched microchip laser coupled to the fiber using various optical components to adjust the power, size, and polarization orientation of the input beam [15]. The output beam is characterized with a spectrum analyzer, a camera, and a powermeter. The laser delivers 600 ps pulses at 1064 nm that carry an energy of 37.5 \( \mu \)J for a 6 kHz repetition rate. The pump polarization and power can be finely controlled by a system of wave plates and polarizer. Pump pulses are injected into the MOF through a focusing lens. Note that the lens focal length \( f=2.3 \) mm has been chosen to get a laser spot smaller than that of the fiber core. By a transverse motion of the fiber core center with respect to the laser spot, one can selectively excite the fundamental mode (LP\(_{01}\)) or a superposition of the first two modes of the fiber (LP\(_{01}\)+LP\(_{11}\)). The air–silica MOF was designed and fabricated in the XLIM laboratory, employing the stack and draw technique. The fiber cross section is shown as an inset in Fig. 1. The cladding is made from a triangular lattice of holes with an average diameter of...
1.85 \mu m and a spacing $\Lambda = 2.6 \mu m$. Hence the air filling fraction $d/\Lambda$ is equal to 0.71. The fiber core clearly exhibits an elliptical shape thanks to a couple of big symmetric holes introduced on either side of the core. The diameters of these holes are 3.3 and 3.6 $\mu m$. The fundamental mode effective area is estimated to 5.3 $\mu m^2$ at $\lambda_{P} = 1064$ nm. At this wavelength, four distinct core modes can be guided, namely two fundamental LP$_{01,4}$ and two second-order even LP$_{11,4}$ modes, where $k_x$ stands for the $x$ or $y$ polarization of the fiber principle axes (see the inset of Fig. 1). The strongly asymmetric geometry induces large phase and group birefringence, equal to $B_{\phi} = 2 \times 10^{-3}$ and $B_{\varepsilon} = 3 \times 10^{-3}$, respectively, for the fundamental mode at 1064 nm. We numerically calculated the dispersion curves for all guided modes by using a finite-element-method mode-solver directly on a discretized scanning electron microscope image of the fiber cross section. Results are shown in Fig. 1. The ZDW of LP$_{01,x}$ stands at 827 nm, whereas the ZDW of LP$_{01,y}$ close to 866 nm. The ZDWs of the LP$_{11,x}$ and LP$_{11,y}$ modes are located at 757 and 764 nm, respectively. Consequently, all the guided modes at the pump wavelength ($\lambda_{P} = 1064$ nm) propagate in a large anomalous dispersion regime. In this Letter we limit our attention to the case where the pump polarization state is aligned on one of the fiber principle axes. We show in Fig. 2 a spectral and spatial analysis of the output radiation for a pump field oriented along the fiber $x$ axis when the LP$_{01}$ and LP$_{11}$ are excited. In the pump line, one observes two bands generated around 831 and at 1478 nm. Note that the anti-Stokes sideband is clearly carried by LP$_{11,x}$, whereas the Stokes sideband is carried by the LP$_{01,y}$. This is in good agreement with the phase-matching equation that governs this process:

$$k_{P,01} + k_{P,11} - k_{S,01}(\Omega) - k_{A,11}(\Omega) = 0, \quad (1)$$

where the subscripts identify the pump (P), Stokes (S), and anti-Stokes (A) wave vectors, together with the associated modes. The four waves are linearly polarized along the $x$ axis. The frequency detuning $\Omega$ can be obtained from the usual Taylor expansion of Stokes and anti-Stokes wave vectors, neglecting the nonlinear contributions at least at a first order. From Eq. (1) we obtain

$$\sum_{n=1}^{h} \frac{1}{n!} \Omega^{n-1} \left( \frac{\partial^2 k_{11}}{\partial \Omega^2} - (-1)^{n-1} \frac{\partial^2 k_{01}}{\partial \Omega^n} \right) = 0. \quad (2)$$

For $h=2$, we obtain $\Omega = 2(k_{01} - k_{11}')(k_{01}'+k_{11}''')/(k_{01}''+k_{11}''')$, where $k_{01}', k_{11}'$ represent the group delays per unit length and $k_{01}'', k_{11}'''$ the group velocity dispersion (GVD). In our case, due to the large frequency detuning, a correct prediction requires a Taylor expansion at least up to the $h=6$th order in the propagation equations. We compare in Fig. 2 the experimental spectrum (the pump on the $x$ axis) with the result of a numerical simulation of the propagation. The model computes a system of four coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equations, one for each guided mode. We solved these equations in the limit of strong birefringence, where the coherent coupling terms can be neglected. The markers in Fig. 2 indicate the sideband position that is obtained by solving the zeros of Eq. (2). Our propagation modeling analysis and our experimental investigation yield to the same couple of phase-matched wavelengths.

For the experiment, we used a short fiber (50 cm) and we progressively increased the laser power. For peak powers, coupled in the fiber, lower than 700 W, no FWM effect is observed (see Fig. 3). Several sidebands appear near the pump that come from the contribution of scalar modulation instability. When the power reaches the intermediate level of 1000 W, the FWM process becomes clearly visible (see Fig. 3). Stokes and anti-Stokes components are more than...
158 THz apart. We measured an energy transfer of up to 7% from the pump to the sidebands. Note that while the anti-Stokes radiation is located close to 800 nm, the Stokes wave falls into the telecom range, thus suggesting further potential applications not described here.

When the pump peak power grows above 1000 W, the central band spreads with a net asymmetry toward the longer wavelengths, as a combination of large GVD, pulse decay, soliton formation, and the Raman effect. The anti-Stokes band broadens with a rather symmetrical shape, because of nearly zero but slightly anomalous GVD. Finally, the broad spectrum generated around the pump merges with that centered on the Stokes wavelength. At the maximum power the fiber input can withstand, a flat and broad-band spectrum is obtained, covering on one side of the pump up to the Stokes 1478 nm sideband. On the other side of the pump, the continuum generation grows asymmetrically toward blue wavelengths thanks to the cross-phase modulation process induced by the infrared continuum energy localized close to the Stokes wave. The mechanism is similar to the one demonstrated by Champert et al. [9], who used a dual-wavelength pumping scheme (see also [16]).

Such a large FWM process leading to visible SC generation takes place when the two guided modes are excited and then can be switched off by simply moving the fiber input end transversally to selectively excite the fundamental core mode. In this situation, only an infrared SC generation extending from 1000 to 1750 nm is observed, giving evidence of the intermodal FWM effect on visible SC buildup (Fig. 4).

In conclusion, we have investigated a new scheme for SC generation extended in the high-frequency range. For this goal, a specific MOF has been designed and fabricated. It permits us to convert efficiently by FWM a strong pump signal at 1064 nm into anti-Stokes radiation around 800 nm, which sits near the ZDW of one of the fiber modes. Such a situation facilitates the further generation of a large spectrum in the visible region. The corresponding Stokes component appears in an infrared region that may be classified as the telecom spectral range. Phase matching is obtained by coupling the pump into the two guided modes of a highly asymmetric core MOF. At high power level, we observe a phenomenon of large spectral broadening in both regions seeded by the large band FWM process.
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